DevOps Team Lead
Support Sri Lanka

BlackSwan Technologies is looking for an enthusiastic, professional, and driven DevOps
Team Lead to join our growing team in Sri Lanka. While 30% of the role will focus on
building a team of Support engineers and setting development and technological goals around
the Support team. Another 70% of your role will remain working as a Technical Leader
supporting and contributing to our commercial projects.
We are a hyper growth startup that is pushing the boundaries on the cloud environment,Â
building the infrastructure for scaling to hundreds and thousands of enterprise customers and
cherry picking the best talents for the challenge. Our amazing 100 + team in Sri Lanka is at the
epicentre of our journey.
Want to make a big difference? We encourage you to apply!
What We Are Looking For:
Build our Infrastructure and DevOps roadmap
Recruit, build, and lead a team of DevOps engineerâ€™s experts running our cloud
infrastructure.
Collaborate with QA Engineering, Product Management, and Architects.
Create and maintain positive and productive working relationships across teams &amp;
groups.
Educate and support the DevOps group members, helping them to resolve complex issues in
challenging project timelines.
Implement Cloud and DevOps best practices.
Responsible for the CI/CD pipelines
English C1
Technical Skills:
B.Sc. in Computer Science or Computer Engineering
Strong design and coding skills. Ability to drive product decisions, solve tough problems,and
organize multiple concurrent projects.
Hands-on experience in the following fields:
AWS
Kubernetes/EKS/OpenShift
Docker
Jenkins
Artifactory
Terraform/CloudFormation
Cloud Security
Proven ability to manage diverse simultaneous projects of varying complexities.
Record of achieving objectives; successful project completion, within budget and time
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frame.
Experience managing cross-site teams or off-shore engineers.
Who We Are
BlackSwanTechnologies.ai is a uniquely positioned data science and Intelligence insights
product
company. We enable the creation of enterprise level AI empowered Business Applications to
the data
intensive organizations that impact both top line and bottom line. We are building a
knowledge-based,
Digital Transformation platform (ELEMENT), the world first Cloud AI Operating System
(CAIOS), which, without much fuss, are already serving some of the worldâ€™s leading
financial brands. Our advantage is an unbelievable blend of human assets, data science,
software engineering, and SaaS capabilities that rattles the foundations of a starved industry.
To help you succeed, we provide a supportive environment that fosters collaboration between
teams and team members, where learning and professional growth is considered a key part of
your success, and of ours. We offer a flexible work environment.
Apply
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